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ChatGPT took only 2 months to get to 
100M enrolled users.

But it will bring more engaging shopping interactions...

... with fully integrated 
payment services.

There are risks.

of companies
are using or exploring the use of AI3
77%

of retail 
decision makers81%

For businesses.

feel urgency to adopt generative AI 
in their business4

of  
people

have used 
generative AI1

49%

use it 
daily21/3rd

For end users.

20% increase in conversion rates with Gen AI recommendations8.

Instead of...  People will...

Via a conversational interface, your virtual assistant 
will help you by:
•  Paying autonomously on your behalf 
•  Recommending the best payment method
•  Managing your money to avoid going overdrawn
•  Explaining transactions and helping you dispute 

them if needed

Gen AI can already 
fool some voice 
authentication algorithms.

Authentication 
fraud

Scammers can use Gen AI 
to conduct phishing attacks 
at scale.

Social 
engineering

Ensuring that Gen AI is not used 
to subtly manipulate people 
without their knowledge.

Trust  
and ethics

10x increase in use 
of deep fakes for 
identity fraud7.

Identity  
fraud

Careful use needed to avoid 
unnecessarily high energy 
consumption.

Environmental 
impact

Making an image with Generative AI 
= as much energy as fully charging 
a smartphone6.

Conveniently and simply ask for what they want.Complex and difficult filtering and 
searching for products.

Quickly receive highly personalised suggestions.Hours spent researching to find the best 
goods and services for their needs.

Make high level requests, like “I need ingredients for 
Fajitas tonight”.

Adding items to a shopping cart one 
by one.

Be guided through the checkout process by AI-powered chatbots 
which answer questions and resolve issues in real-time.Struggling through the checkout.

How many people 
will be coming?

Noted, let me take 
care of that for you!

Can you order me some 
snacks and drinks for a 
party tonight?
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Gen AI has exploded.
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The emergence of Generative AI5.
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